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for AntsA new tracking setup allows researchers to monitor the behavior of individual
ants inside a colony. The first results demonstrate a link between age, spatial
organization and division of labor, and quantify the dynamics of the colony’s
social network.Jonathan Saragosti*
and Daniel J.C. Kronauer
In the 1998 movie The Truman Show,
Jim Carrey plays Truman Burbank, a
character who is initially unaware of the
fact that his entire life is meticulously
controlled and broadcast as a
television show. Researchers studying
animal behavior can often only dream
of obtaining similarly detailed
behavioral and life-history data for their
study organisms. In a recent paper,
Danielle Mersch and colleagues [1]
describe a new setup built to
continuously and simultaneously
follow hundreds of individual ants
inside colonies over extended
periods of time — not unlike the
spectators of The Truman Show were
following the life of Truman Burbank.
The initial data from this study reveal
the patterns of division of labor and the
structure of interaction networks in
insect societies in unprecedented
detail. The new tracking setup will
facilitate a plethora of quantitative
behavioral studies of social insects in
the future.
The colonies of social insects, such
as ants, bees, or termites, are among
the most complex animal societies on
Earth, displaying communal
architecture and sophisticatedcommunication [2]. Division of labor is
arguably the most important aspect of
social organization in insect colonies.
While queens lay eggs, workers
perform the tasks associated with
brood care, nest construction, and
colony maintenance. Some workers
forage to gather food, while others
nurse the brood, clean the nest, or
defend the colony against enemies
and competitors [2]. Division of labor
allows insect societies not only to
perform different tasks simultaneously,
but also to produce specialized classes
of individuals, so-called ‘castes’, that
excel at a particular task, often at the
expense of performance at other
tasks. An insect colony can therefore
function as a jack of all trades, and
master of all. Not surprisingly then,
social insects are highly successful
and ecologically dominant in most
terrestrial ecosystems [3]. While
insect sociogenesis, which E.O. Wilson
defined as ‘‘the process by which
colony members undergo changes
in caste, behavior, and physical
location incident to colonial
development’’ [4] has been the
subject of intense study, many major
questions remain poorly understood.
For instance, what determines the
behavior of a given individual and
how is its role in the society assignedin the absence of a centralized
control? How exactly are colony
function and homeostasis achieved as
the external environment and colony
needs change over time? And how
does division of labor relate to colony
fitness?
These questions are daunting given
the extraordinary complexity of insect
societies, and addressing them
quantitatively requires simultaneously
overcoming three major technical
challenges: first, individual behavior
and social interactions should be
scored reliably and objectively.
Traditionally, behavioral studies
employ visual scan sampling of
arbitrarily defined behaviors. For
example, Wilson [5] constructed an
ethogram of 26 different behaviors in
the ant Pheidole dentata. While the
patience and meticulousness required
for such a study are admirable, the
approach is inherently error-prone
because behaviors are scored
subjectively by a human observer with
fluctuating performance. Subjective
scoring also makes it essentially
impossible for others to precisely
replicate the experiment. Furthermore,
the amount of data that can be
gathered is limited by the number of
man-hours assigned to the project.
These problems can now be
ameliorated by automated video
tracking techniques for which the
relevant parameters that define a
behavior can be mathematically
specified to ensure
reproducibility [6,7].
Second, the experimenter has to be
able to keep track of individual animals
over extended periods of time. While
this is not an issue in studies of
Figure 1. Tagging ants.
Two Camponotus fellah ants tagged with barcodes (Photograph courtesy of Alessandro
Crespi).
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R569short-term behavior or colony-level
properties [8–11], it becomes crucial in
long-term studies of social dynamics
and specialization. Reliably identifying
many interacting individuals almost
always requires individual tagging. For
this purpose, studies of social insects
have employed paint marks [12,13] or
radio frequency identification (RFID)
tags [14–17]. However, automated
tracking has not been achieved with
paint marks, and RFID tags have
limited spatial resolution because they
can only be detected in close proximity
to a detector.
Finally, the external environment of
the colony should be precisely
controlled, including factors like
temperature, humidity, light, and food
availability. This is particularly
challenging for species with large
colonies or long-distance foragers
such as honeybees.
Danielle Mersch and colleagues [1]
have now achieved a giant leap in the
quantitative study of insect social
behavior, as they present the first
study that follows individuals over
several weeks while their behavior is
analyzed automatically using video
tracking. The study used a large
species of carpenter ant (Camponotus
fellah), and all ants in a colony were
tagged with individual black and
white matrix barcodes (Figure 1).
Each colony was filmed by twoDay 1 Day 21
Figure 2. Tracking ants over time.
Schematic overview of the nest chamber of Ca
et al. [1] at three different time points during th
are present at any time performing different ta
and foraging (red). Individuals within groups inte
groups, as indicated by the gray connectors. A
barcode changes tasks as it ages.high-resolution cameras at two frames
per second, and images were
automatically analyzed by custom
made software. This software detects
and identifies the barcodes, and
extracts information about the
position and orientation of each ant,
as well as its social interactions with
other colony members. A socialCurrent Biology
Day 41
mponotus fellah ants as described in Mersch
e experiment. Three spatially distinct groups
sks, namely nursing (blue), cleaning (green)
ract more frequently than individuals between
focal ant (opaque shading) with an X-shapedinteraction was inferred when two ants
were facing each other close enough
for their antennae to touch. At the
same time, the humidity, temperature
and illumination of the foraging
arena and nest chamber, as well as
the food supply, were precisely
controlled. This type of analysis
provides exciting insight into the
biology of social insects [1]. It shows
that colonies of C. fellah contain
three spatially defined groups of
workers, which the authors identify as
‘nurses’, ‘cleaners’, and ‘foragers’.
Nurses and foragers spend most of
their time near the brood and the nest
entrance, respectively, while cleaners
patrol the nest and are spatially less
confined. Individual ants transition
from nursing to nest patrolling to
foraging as they age (Figure 2). While
previous studies of division of labor in
insect societies have revealed similar
patterns, such as the age-related
division of labor between nursing
and foraging in honeybees [18], the
quality and quantity of data acquired
with the novel tracking setup are
unprecedented, including two billion
data points on ant positions and nine
million recorded social interactions.
Importantly, these two types of data
can be combined to gain novel
insights into how the social interaction
network in an ant colony is contingent
on the spatial distribution of its
members. Indeed, the study finds that
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R570individuals within the three identified
social groups interact significantly
more than expected by
chance (Figure 2).
Even in this most recent study, the
fundamental issue of how subjectivity
in defining behavior can be avoided
remains. For example, the
mathematical definition of what
exactly constitutes an interaction
between two ants has to be chosen
subjectively, and different definitions of
interaction are likely to produce
different networks and thus different
pictures of the social structure. It
would, therefore, be useful to evaluate
the impact of alternative definitions of
behavior on how the data are
interpreted. The ultimate goal,
however, should be to score and
quantify behavior without any
preconceived notion of what
constitutes a relevant behavior. For
instance, by performing a principal
component analysis on the shape of
C. elegans worms extracted from short
movies, Stephens et al. [19] showed
that 95% of the observed variance in
the worms’ shape could be described
with only four dimensions. This
interesting result could be extended to
the more complex case of individuals
interacting within a group. By
simultaneously measuring many
parameters using setups like the one
described by Mersch et al. [1], it
might be possible to obtain high
dimensional measurements for
each individual and interaction, and
to extract the most significant
behavioral patterns through
dimensionality-reduction schemes.This would provide a more objective
low dimensional representation of ant
behavior in its social context, and
would circumvent the use of
anthropomorphic terms in describing
animal behavior.
Nonetheless, the study by Mersch
et al. [1] is a significant advance
towards a better understanding of
how complex group-level phenomena
arise from the behavior and
interactions of individuals. Their
approach can now be used to test
and refine existing theories of social
organization in insect societies, with
the hope to also shed new light on the
fundamental principles that underlie
biological complexity.References
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Mitochondrial KillerParkin is a cytosolic ubiquitin ligase that translocates to damaged
mitochondria and promotes their degradation. Recent work demonstrates that
a phosphorylated formof themitochondrial fusion proteinMitofusin 2 serves as
a receptor for Parkin translocation to damaged mitochondria.Leo Pallanck
After more than two billion years, the
intimate relationship between
mitochondria and the eukaryotic cell
remains an imperfect union. Although
mitochondria play essential cellularroles, they can harm or kill cells
when they become damaged, and
the accumulation of damaged
mitochondria is implicated in aging
and in common diseases of the
elderly. Fortunately, eukaryotes have
evolved multiple cellular pathwaysto prevent and repair mitochondrial
damage, and, in extreme
circumstances, to discard
extensively damaged mitochondria
altogether [1]. The machinery
involved in detection and removal of
entire damaged mitochondria was
identified only recently through studies
of the PINK1 and parkin genes,
mutations of which cause Parkinson’s
disease. Genetic studies in the fruit
fly Drosophila demonstrated that
PINK1 acts upstream from Parkin to
regulate mitochondrial morphology
and integrity, and led to the
hypothesis that PINK1 and Parkin
promote the fragmentation and
